The first place to turn to reinforce
your hard-won experience with
hard data
Check your gut. Sharpen your strategy. LexisNexis® Verdict & Settlement Analyzer gives you
access to the industry’s largest collection of verdicts and settlements for data-driven case
assessment.*

With LexisNexis Verdict
& Settlement Analyzer,
you can:
• Access more than 1.2 million jury
verdicts and settlements—the
largest number in the industry*
• Adjust relevant variables and see
with dynamic graphics
• Zero in on results relevant to
your case with convenient
pre- and post-search ﬁlters
• Act with authority based on
informed, data-driven decisions
• Review cases from every angle to
improve early and ongoing case
assessment

*Comparison data based on information available as of October 2017

Now LexisNexis Verdict
& Settlement Analyzer is
even better.
Simple, flexible search.
Tap into more than 1.2 million verdict and settlement
records easily with a tool that allows you to harness
insights from similar cases and jurisdictions from a
single, aggregated source. Start early case assessment
with LexisNexis Verdict & Settlement Analyzer ﬁrst for
comprehensive and efﬁcient research.

Pinpoint what matters.
Interactive analytical reports feature charts and graphics
that quickly reveal resolution trends and spikes, but
show more details when you hover over them. Access
the most relevant information to your case by ﬁltering by
year, award amount, resolution type or other variables.
Also, each time a variable is changed, the graphs are
redrawn and your cite list is updated.

Get only the data you need.
Advanced analytics make it easy to work with your data
the way you want to. Begin with convenient pre-search
ﬁlters, or start broadly and then apply various ﬁlters
to zero in on the most relevant results. Either method
helps you focus on what’s important without sacriﬁcing
thoroughness from the start.

Your favorite search tasks, simplified.
Intuitive icons make it easier to print, download or email
documents. Also, highlight, annotate or copy portions
of documents with just a few clicks. And with online
folders and 90-day search history, you can cover more
ground faster, and more easily.
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Learn more
www.lexisnexis.com/verdict_settlement_analyzer

